he decides which field of studies he will pursue . . . which qualities he will look for in the people he chooses as friends for the next four years . . .
the techman’s happiness and success in the tech world rest upon his decisions about social fraternities and campus activities.
in spite of his more determined air, the techman continues to enjoy the pleasant diversions of college life . . . .
the techman now appears to be a person thoroughly confident of his place in the tech world . . . half-sure but un-worried about his future places in the big unreceptive world . . . . .
FRATERNITIES
the interfraternity council is the body which supervises, along with the dean of students office, the activities of the social fraternities on the georgia tech campus. its functions are distributed analogously with the federal government of the united states, encompassing legislative, judicial, and executive branches. the legislative arm, the interfraternity council itself, is composed of the presidents of each of the twenty-seven campus chapters, plus another representative elected by each chapter. the judicial arm of the ifc is the trial board, which is composed of nine chapter presidents each quarter on a rotating basis. the executive committee of the ifc, which includes the four general officers of the council and the associate dean of students, implements the work of the council between meetings. activities of the interfraternity council include supervision of rush, the annual spring greek week, the winter concert, three annual charity drives, and the regulation of the georgia tech interfraternity system.
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alpha xi delta is the only sorority on Georgia Tech's campus. Although it is small in membership, it has gained recognition on the tech campus for its active participation in the campus blood drive and the empty stocking fund drive. Just recently the sorority has moved its meeting place to a new chapter room, which is decorated in blue and gold — the sorority's colors. Newly elected president, Jean McDowell is trying to continue in the footsteps of the past president, Madge Baya. On April 10 the sorority sisters gave a dinner for and entertained the sorority's national inspector for this section — Lydia Mikell, who came up from Florida to see the chapter.

alpha xi delta

President—Madge Baya
Sponsor—Mrs. Blake Vanleer
enjoying life in their modern house, aepi members this year added a strong pledge class to their roles on a fruitful pledge sunday. under bob reznik's leadership the men of the zeta chapter were again recognized as one of the top chapters of the national alpha epsilon pi fraternity. scholarship, social activity, and interest in campus activities are all emphasized by the aepi's.

the social season of zeta began this year with the sweetheart formal in the fall quarter.
president—bobby reznik
housemother—mrs. frema fluke

alpha epsilon pi
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the beta iota chapter of alpha tau omega was established as the first national fraternity at georgia tech in september, 1888. through the years the ato's have created a reputation upheld by president bob bennett and vice-presidents dick johnson and dan tucker. this year the fraternity scored in volleyball, swimming, and cross-country. of course, the social calender was full for the year. the christmas party for orphans, winter house party, hawaiian party, and a spring formal kept the ato house lively. participation was enthusiastic in the blood drive and the empty stocking fund. ato boasts such outstanding alumni as art linkletter, red sanders, john snyder, tennessee williams, and fred waring and jeff beard. the alumni came through — im annex was completed.
Tom Eatman, the master beta, led the Gamma Eta chapter in another successful year. Strong in publications, as well as intramural football, the betas again managed an outstanding pledge class. Many “blasts” in the beta basement gave members the much needed “release” from the strenuous studies incurred here at Tech. In 1962, as in years gone by, the Beta Theta Pi's succeeded in keeping their house dry.
beta theta pi
Chi Phi

On December 24, 1824, the Princeton Order of Chi Phi was founded at the College of New Jersey, now Princeton University. From that time forward, chapters of Chi Phi have been established at the outstanding colleges and universities throughout the country.

The Omega chapter here at Tech was founded on June 2, 1904. In 1910 a chapter house was obtained, making Chi Phi the first fraternity on the campus to own its own chapter house.

The Chi Phi's started the new school year by pledging a fine group of young men. Under the leadership of Bob Shuman, the brothers expect a group of campus leaders and scholars from this class. Known all around for their parties, the Chi Phi's again had another great social season, with rush parties, house parties, and their formal. Once more Chi Phi made it known that they were a top fraternity.

President—Gary Shuler
Housemother—Mrs. Bray
president—larry ponder
housemother—mrs. g. p. bache, sr.

C. Bullock  J. Ayres  L. Freeland  R. Hoffmann  J. Johnson  R. Jurick  W. Klein
though originally founded for scholarly purposes, chi psi is a social fraternity with due emphasis on athletics as well. the main emphasis is still on scholarship with the national fraternity council giving two hundred dollar scholarships to the two outstanding juniors at each lodge. alpha iota delta is traditionally a small group where brothers form closer ties and closer friendships. a full social calendar provides many opportunities for fun and pleasure which remain to be of great importance to the tech scholar. among the prominent alumni are the gillette brothers, of gillette razors; edgar kaiser, of kaiser steel; vic sexas, tennis champion; and charles e. merrill, of merrill, lynch, pierce, fennier, and smith.
delta sigma phi, alpha gamma chapter, started the new year with a fine pledge class. a rocking french party highlighted the rush festivities, and the carnation ball ended a fine fall quarter. sports took over during the winter and kept everyone in shape for the big event-shipwreck ball. as usual exotic decorations brought on the party atmosphere and a good time was had by all. another fruitful year of good fraternity spirit was ended under the able leadership of charles gilbert, with all looking forward to the next.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity was founded in 1859 and has grown into one of the largest national fraternities. The Gamma Psi chapter at Georgia Tech was established in May, 1921. President Bryan Moss has led the chapter through a full year of social, community, and scholastic successes. As in years past the highlight of the Delt social calendar was the Rainbow Ball, held during the winter quarter. The weekend party was marked by the presentation of the rainbow queen and her court. The Dels also partied at Lake Spivey, Fritz Orr's, and at Snapfinger Farm on several occasions. Delt pledges were busy through the year working on the United Appeal Drive and participating in Help Week by cleaning up one of Atlanta's cemeteries. All in all, it's been a busy year for Delta Tau Delta.

President—Bryan Moss
Housemother—Mrs. W. Walters
delta upsilon

J. Block  T. Cease  L. Collins  D. Crawford  W. Dornbos  W. Elliott  F. Endorf  J. Erb

R. Fackler  F. Fidler  L. Griffith  T. Herbert  D. Jennings  H. Johnson  J. King  M. Klett

President—Harlan Meincke
Housemother—Miss Sue Dubin
the youngest fraternity on the Georgia Tech campus, Delta Upsilon, was granted its charter in 1957. Since then, Delta Upsilon, under the leadership of such men as President Harlan Meincke and Vice-President Ed Selby has grown and gained prestige on Tech's campus. Always big in sports, the DU's placed in golf, bowling, football, softball, basketball, and volleyball. The year was begun by a very successful rush, climaxed by a pledge class of fifteen. This year, the most prominent social events were an orphan's Christmas party, founders' day, and their winter formal. Delta Upsilon is 5 years old on campus and 7th oldest nationally.
ever since the days of robert e. lee, kappa alpha has carried on the finest traditions of the old south. at tech alpha sigma chapter has, since 1895, been a leading fraternity in both the social and service functions, in the true tradition of a southern gentleman. this year bob morrissey carried the rebel colors through a fine rush, winter formal, and to top all the social events, the old south ball. once again the cannons roared, beards grew, and the mint julips flowed, just the right note to end another fine year of friendship in the southern tradition.
kappa
Alpha Tau chapter of Kappa Sigma began its 67th year on campus with a fine rush that convinced a large group of outstanding freshmen that one of their prime objectives at Tech should be to protect at all costs the big (sometimes) white rock at their new home away from home at the corner of Sixth and Fowler.

Special emphasis was placed on scholarship under the guiding hand of President Don Norris, but the social and extracurricular activities were not neglected. As usual the snappers were terrors on the football field and they established themselves as definite threats in all other intramural sports.

The academic grind was relieved by the famous Kappa Sig blasts, and the annual black and white ball climaxed another fruitful year at Big Rock.
kappa sigma